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Second man arrested
in suspected rape case
by Tercu Tarantino
staff reporter

University police have arrested the second of
four men suspected in the abduction and rape of a
University coed on Saturday.
Lamont Walker. 20 of 1634 Vance St., Toledo,
was picked up at his home Monday at 11:30 p.m.
by the Toledo Police Department. Walker was
transferred to Wood County Jail by University
police and charged with rape and kidnapping.
Walker is being held with bond set at $32,500 and
is scheduled to appear today at 10 a.m. in Wood
County Municipal Court.
According to William Bess, director of Public
Safety, arrest warrants are still pending on a
third suspect and the identity of a fourth is still
being sought.

All four men are suspected in the kidnap and
rape of a female University student which occured Saturday between 1:15 a.m. and 4 a.m. The
student was abducted in University Lot E east of
the heating plant on Thurstin Avenue by four
males in a car.
THE WOMAN was taken as far north as Toledo
and repeatedly raped before being dropped off
just south of campus on South College Drive.
Floyd Boatman, of Toledo, was arrested Sunday
and charged with kidnapping in connection with
the incident.
He appeared in Wood County Municipal Court
Monday and was released on his own recognizance pending a continuance today.
University police are asking anyone with information to contact them at 372-2346.

USG member resigns
Former relations coordinator cites personal reasons
by Zoia Johnson
staff reporter

A member of the executive
cabinet of the Undergraduate
Student Government has submitted her resignation.
Gayle Blickle, who served as
Bublic relations coordinator for
SG, resigned last Thursday
after meeting with Mike McGreevey, USG president.
"We came to the conclusion
that it would be in both her best
interest and in the best interest
of USG if Gayle stepped down,"
McGreevey said.
Buckle said that she resigned
for personal reasons and that it

was not because of any problems with working with other
members of the student government.
"I worked well with Mike and
the rest of the cabinet," Blickle
said. "It's just that I got too busy
with lots of things going on, and I
needed to resign."
"IT WAS mainly due to time
and schedule conflicts," McGreevey said.
McGreevey has appointed
Marian Marchiano, USG University committees coordinator,
to serve as acting public relations coordinator. The decision
was made because Marchiano
served in this cabinet position

last year, McGreevey said.
Marchiano said she would be
interested in remaining as the
public relations coordinator, if
appointed by McGreevey.
McGreevey said he hopes to
decide on a permanent replacement for Blickle within the next
week. He would not name those
under consideration for the position.
Cabinet members do not have
to be chosen from within the
general assembly, he said. McGreevey may appoint any undergraduate student to fill the
position.
His recommendation must
then be approved by the general
assembly.

BG
Pll8hing OII
News/Joe Phelan
Melissa Millington. sophomore IPCO major, keeps Jim Deliman, senior education major, company while
he takes his turn pushing a wheel chair as part of the Pi Kappa Phi 100 hour pushathon.

House authorizes record defense budget

WASHINGTON (AP) - The House
yesterday approved a bill authorizing a
record Pentagon budget for the current
fiscal year after some liberal Democrats dropped complaints that had
delayed the measure for three months.
The bill, approved by voice vote,
authorizes Defense Department spending of $302.5 billion in the fiscal year
that started Oct. 1. That will buy thousands of planes, ships, tanks and other
weapons, but it also halves President
Reagan's MX nuclear missile program
from 100 to 50 of the 10-warhead weapons.

It also permits development of new
chemical weapons for the first time
since 1969, although money to actually
pay for the project was stripped last
week from a companion spending bill.
Those funds will have to be restored on
the floor or else the Army could not
build the nerve gas bombs and artillery
shells.
The Senate approved the authorization measure 94-5 three months ago,
shortly after it emerged from a HouseSenate conference committee calling
to resolve 1,200 differences between the
versions passed by the Democratic-

controlled House and Republican-run
Senate.

BUT SOME House liberals were unhappy with the bill, arguing that House
members of the conference committee,
led by Armed Services Committee
Chairman Les Aspin, D-Wis., made too
many concessions.
Rep. Barney Frank, D-Mass., said
yesterday "the position of the House
was not well-represented" in the conference committee.
For example, the House originally
voted for a $292 billion Pentagon bud-

get, but the conferees accepted the
Senate-approved $302.5 billion.
Reagan has said he supports the
measure, even though it limits the
increase in defense spending to the
expected inflation rate. Last year's
authorized Pentagon budget was $292
billion and Reagan had originally
sought a 5.9 percent hike beyond inflation, to about $320 billion.
Frank said procurement reforms
approved by the House "were unrecognizable" when the conference committee changed them and noted that while
the Senate voted for 50 MX weapons,

Cancer snuffs out smokeless desire
by Kim Hale
reporter

While many people have realized the hazards of cigarette
smoking, the dangers of a
smokeless tobacco known as
snuff are gaining recognition.
Snuff, a tobacco product
which is usually packaged in
pouches or cans, Is placed in
"pinch" amounts between the
gum and lower lip.
As a known carcinogen and a
health hazard, "snuff is a definite risk factor for cancer of the
lips, mouth, throat and tongue."
said Dr. Joshua Kaplan, medical director of the Student
Health Center.
Although mouth cancer is 5
percent of all cancer, Kaplan
said be believes the continuous
use of snuff will increase the
percentage.
A Bowling Green physician
who specializes in eyes, ears.
nose and throat, agrees. He said
snuff can be responsible for cancer of the tongue, cheek and
gum area. He also supports the
idea that since a carcinogen can
be absorbed, it is possible to
obtain lung cancer from dipping
snuff.
BUT CANCER is not always a
result of dipping snuff.
"In order to acquire cancer a
person must dip snuff over a
prolonged time and in excessive
amounts," he said.
According to the American
Cancer Society's 1985 Cancer
Facts St Figures, there were an
estimated 29,000 new cases this
year. Deaths resulting from oral
cancer were estimated at 9,500.
Ohio alone had 1,500 new cases
and 425 deaths as a result of oral
cancer.

the House approved 40 and the conferees accepted 50.
Still to come is a major fight over
separate legislation that actually appropriates the money for the authorized spending. The House is scheduled
to begin floor consideration today of a
bill appropriating $292 billion for the
Pentagon this year.

THE AUTHORIZATION bill had
been scheduled for a floor vote In early
August, shortly before a month-long
recess, but was delayed because of the
complaints from some House liberals.

141 arrested
at OCJ, none
from BGSU
by Brian R. BaB
copy e<fltor

-BG News Photo Illustration/Alex Horvath

According to the American Cancer
Society's 1985 Cancer Facts & Figurea, there were an estimated 29,000
new cases this year. Ohio had 1,500
new cases and 425 deaths as a result
of oral cancer.
Signs of oral cancer include
difficulty in chewing and swallowing, a sore that bleeds easily
and doesn't heal, white patches
inside the mouth or lumps on the
throat.
Reasons for dipping snuff
vary from person to person.
Mike Cooper, a STphomore undecided major who takes snuff
twice a day, said he uses it to

calm down and relax when it
comes time to study.
Reality of the hazards is what
Mark Orlando, a sophomore
physical therapy major, realized himself this past summer
when he quit dipping snuff.
ORLANDO BEGAN using
snuff two years ago while working with a construction com-

pany. He said he used it because
everyone else did, and it soon
became a habit.
Orlando's habit increased and
be was soon up to a can a day or
a pouch every three days. Hebroke bis habit last summer.
"I began developing sores on
my gums and in the back of my
throat," he said.
"High school athletes observe
those older than themselves,
usually professional athletes.
And when they see the professionals advertising products like
snuff, the high school athletes
imitate the pros in the hopes of
being more like them."
Since Orlando has stopped dipping snuff the sores have gone
away.

Some of the visitors to Ohio
Unfreratty's annual Halloween party win need to travel
back there this week to face
misdemeanor charges, although no University students
wen reported among those
arrested during last weekend's festivities.
Police estimated 8,000 peo" attended the event, about
men than last year.
j the increase, Athens
Chief Theodore Jones
said yesterday about the
same amount were arrested31 students wen arrested Friday night and MB students
wen arrested Saturday.
Abort 108 wen arrested list
year.hesaid.
A fin at OU's football stadium took six <wnpus officers
away dram the party, Jones
said, which may nave accounted for the sl£m decrease in arrests. The fin,
reported at 1:34 a.m. Sunday,
did an estimated $3S0,«M
damage to a wooden storage
building under the stadium.
No direct connection has been
made between the party and
the fin.
BREAKING DOWN Saturday's arrests by colleges,
Jones said OU had the most
students arrested at 10, and
OWo State was second with

five. Four from Kent State
University also were arrested, while one Miami University student was arrested.
Jones said he didn't know of
any University students that
were arrested.
The University of Dayton
had three students arrested
while two students from both
Lakeland Ccnuruinity College
in Mentor, Ohio and Marshall
University in Huntmgton,
West Virginia were arrested.
About a dozen other colleges wen represented
among those arrested, including the University of Cincinnati, Indiana University, and
the University of Maryland.
Most of die arrests wen
roiadeamor charges, he said,
including disorderly conduct,
intoxication, and open container charges. Dozens of others were died although they
were not taken into custody.
Jones said more vandalism
was reported tins year, but
added he didnt have an estimate of the cost of the damage. Three burglaries also
were reported in connection
with the party. Minor damage
to cars parked along Court
Street, the street adjacent to
the rainjasi which was
blocked off for the party, also
was reported.
The event was held despite
the objections of city officials
and residents and remains
unsanctioned by campus and
frtycfBc'A.

Editorial
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Mall OK applauded
After many delays and disappointments, the
Xaproposed Woodland Mall will finally become a
reality.
Mayor Bruce Bellard might have been looking
into his crystal ball one year ago when he predicted
that sometime a mall would be built in or around
the city.
Last week, the Center Township Board of Trustees voted to rezone land just north of Bowling
Green to allow the mall to be built.
We applaud this decision.
Besides providing University students and area
residents with a closer place to shop, the mall will
increase competition in the area, possibly forcing
local merchants, who presently have little outside
competition, to lower their prices.
Although there invariably will be people upset
with the decision, we believe the benefits of a mall
far outweigh its disadvantages.
Because the rezoning issue asked for sound
engineering plans, the problem with Touissiant
Creek drainage will be alleviated. Bob Sproul.
owner of the Mall Co. of Alliance, said a planned
run-off pond will relieve pressure from the creek on
the Newton Road property.
The mall may also attract more people to the
area, and will be an added convenience to students,
many who wait until they go home to do thenshopping.
Other benefits to the area include an estimated
$470,000 in tax revenues and about 700 new jobs.
The mall will be built on Newton Road off U.S.
Route 25 in Center Township. Although the many
efforts of the developer to have the mall built within
the city limits were thwarted, it will probably be
annexed to Bowling Green as soon as possible,
according to Warren Lotz, a Center Township
trustee.
We think this move should be made before
construction begins since payroll tax revenues
from the mall's workers would create more money
for the city.

21 law for your own good
by Patricia Wise
When I opened the BG News,
Oct. 24,1 thought, well, here we
go again - another round of
whining from 19-20 year olds
consumed with the thought of
having, heaven forbid, their
drinking privileges taken away!
Or, more correctly, their ability to legally purchase alcoholic
beverages between the ages of
19-20. Sorry, but I think there are
more important issues to worry
about.
I don't recall a public outcry
over the fact that until about
1975, every American child entering public school was required to scar his/her body by
being vaccinated against smallpox. Moreover, I don't hear
these people complaining because they were required (by a
government agency) to be immunized against mumps, pertussis, polio, rubella, diptheria,
etc.. .Perhaps they would like
government to stay out of this
area of their lives also?

something important - a child
because of a drunk driver.
As for the banality of the
statement that raising the drinking age would put more drunk
drivers on the road because "1820 year olds would be forced to
drink in their cars.. ."-are vou
for real? If you think this is
forcing 18-20 year olds to drink
in their car, I've got a bridge I'd
like to sell you. That's like saying laws against stealing force
people into prisons.

Many of us who are not exactly in the geriatric category had
to wait until we were 21 years
old to register to vote, although
we were drafted (yes Virginia,
there used to be a mandatory
draft) into the armed services at
the age of 18. As a result, thousands of young men died defending the privileges you enjoy,
without ever being able to vote
for their own! And you're worried about not being able to
drink until you're 21?

Furthermore, the total absurdity of comparing the ability to
legally purchase alcoholic beverages at the age of 18 to voting,
serving in the armed forces, and
getting married gives me a
"ache! Grow up.

Between mandatory immunization, seat belt laws, and the
like, it is just possible that without government intervention
forcing people to protect themselves, many of you whiners
wouldn't be here today to com-

S" In. We may not like the fact
t we humans often have to be
told to protect ourselves - but
that doesn't make it any less
true.
Clearly, raising the drinking
age to 21 will not eliminate all
drunk drivers. But what have
to lose? So you can't
i purchase alcohol for an■ 2 years - you still have an
additional 50.9 years for males
and 58.1 years for females to
consume mass quantities of alcohol.
Who could ask for anything
more?
Wise is a word processing specialist in the College of Education and Allied Professions,

Face it - drunk drivers kill,
disfigure, paralyze, and cause
brain damage to children,
adults, and fetuses, just as
surely as smallpox and rubella.
There is an excellent analogy
between mandatory immunizations and the issue of the federal
government withholding highway funds unless states raise
their legal drinking age to 21
because diseases can kill, just
like drunk drivers. Why not try
to cut down on the amount of
killers, be it diseases like small
pox and polio or drunk drivers?
Before subjecting me to more
sob stories about bars and dance
halls losing money, please refer
to a few parents who have lost

rt
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SHUT UP.

Leave room for other beliefs, don't play God
Nick Gorant
There is an old saying that one
should never discuss religion or
politics, for a heated argument
will surely ensue. This adage
has been proven true this semester on the BG News editorial
page.
Letters and columns dealing
with such issues as South Africa,
Karl Marx, homosexuality,
Freud, and Darwinism have often gone beyond the presentation of facts and opinions to deal
in anger, fear, and defensiveness.
Many of the authors have extolled their open-mindedness.
their love for everyone, and
their clear, informed reasoning
processes. Simultaneously they
seem to exempt themselves
from their own claimed virtues
as they lay into their philosophical adversaries with either a

very sharp tongue or a very dull
intellectual sword.
There is, of course, a place for
passion in the argument of an
idea or an ideology. I, for one,
would not want to hold to a
philosophy in life that was not
worthy of all the intensity I
could garner in its defense. However, when the dust of the fight
settles, the facts and the slander
need to be collected and honestly
sorted. Those who make a legitimate attempt to do so usually
find a very difficult situation
before them - it is not easy
playing God. And that is what
does happen when people decide to deem one thing or idea
right, proper, or intrinsically
valuable and others not; no matter what their basis for doing so
is. For they are claiming to
know and define a truth (no
matter how transient or opaque
they prefer it to be), which is the
exact action any believer in a

It's good to know, even though It's
hard at times to face, that God is
there, and knowable, and that I am not
he.
god undertakes on behalf of his
God.
I am a Christian and I choose
rather not to play this neverending game; but here I am on
the playing field.
I know full well (and I kind of
hope) that any statement I make
expressing my understanding of
my God and of his creation will
elicit a myriad of laughs, anger,
fear, ana amens. And, why
shouldn't it? God is a very heavy
subject. Nothing could be more
awesome and intolerable at the
same time than a claim of some
final, absolute authority of our
lives.
And that is a belief some peo-

ple hold of their God: That he is
the creator of the universe, that
he is its eternal ruler; that he is
the final judge. Also, that we,
humankind, are simply a creation of his made for a defineable purpose and we are subject
to his unchanging spiritual and
natural laws.
This is not, necessarily, a well
received notion. Yet it is a
firmly held belief of many Christians today, and any honest scientist or philosopher of
whatever field and whatever
faith will tell you that it can not
be proven false beyond a doubt,
not with the tools and the abilities we have now or will probably have for some time to come.

It is humorously obvious that
an orthodox belief in God (such
as was held and documented by
the apostles of Jesus) is not a
popular agenda within many
Institutions outside of the
"church": and, even there, in its
home, it has had to withstand
many storms through the ages.
Neither does one need to look
hard nor far to be witness to the
pride, bigotry, and selfishness
lived, spoken and defended in
the name of this same Jesus of
Nazareth. However, if we claim
to have integrity in our inteUectualism, or honesty in our expression of openess to all ideas,
we have to fairly examine all
ideas.
The problem that arises with
being human is that we have to
answer to all of our inclinations,
superstitions, and dogmas. (Or
choose not to, which is, of
course, a philosophy in itself.)
As a Christian, I don't have to

explain or justify the truth
somebody else created - nor can
I In its entirety. Yet as a Christian, I believe all humans will
have to individually face that
truth and its consequences.
That's part of the truth I believe (you can only call it
wrong). I also know mat if my
belief were that God and his
absolute truth did not exist or
that he was unknowable, or that
he was wishy-washy, I would
definitely find it very difficult
and uneasy playing him concerning any subject or rule for
fear ''be
might someday
change again and turn on me.
It's good to know, even though
it's hard at times to face, that
God is there, and knowable, and
that I am not he.
Gorant, a 1964 graduate ol the
University, is co-director ofDunamis Outreach, a campus
Christian community.

Letters
Foreign TAs confusing
As incoming freshmen, we
have faced many new situations.
Some of these situations consist
of the following: adjusting to
roommates, class schedules,
foreign teaching assistants, living conditions, and learning to
budget time and money. One of
the most common problems we
face Is that of understanding
foreign teaching assistants.
Bowling Green State University has provided us with the
great opportunity of being Introduced to diverse cultures; however, they fail to realize the
difficulty it causes the students.

We already find ourselves struggling through classes, and this
just causes more frustrations
when we can not understand the
explanations of foreign teaching
assistants.
We have found foreign teachSing assistants to be helpful and
tient. Also, we have found
■eign teaching assistants to be
one of the many difficulties we
have to face. We are not against
them, but it would be easier if
we could understand them.
We feel they should have to
pass an oral exam demonstrating that they are able to speak
English fluently, just as we have
to pass a proficiency exam in
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Food costs too much
Are you sick and tired of high
priced products on and around
campus? Do you feel like you're
being robbed every time you buy
food in the cafeteria? If you
answer yes to either question,
you are not alone.
Many college students feel the
cafeteria food is extremely overpriced. For example, a can of
pop in the cafeteria costs sixty
cents; whereas, the same can of
Konly costs fifty cents from
machines in the lobby.
Where is that ten cents profit
going? This is just one example
of how the University is trying to
bleed the student body. Why are
the food prices so Ugh? Could it
be because of unnecessary items
sutfa as designer napkins and
cups? The University is obviously making a profit But,
why don't they spend the extra
money on the students' needs
rather than frivolities? After all,
most students are more concerned with saving money than
with needlessly spending it.
One solution to this problem Is
to organise and open a student

run coop. Products could be
purchased In large quantities
and sold at wholesale cost. This
co-op could be run by business
majors or other interested students, preparing them for the
business world. Another advantage of the co-op being run by
students is that they better understand the needs of fellow
students.
The co-op is just one solution
to the problem. The University
should put other services into
effect which would save students money; after all, the students do pay a great deal of
money to just attend B.G.S.U.
Does the university have to
nickel and dime the students to
death?
BethPirxola
415 Batchelder
Diane Gantz
288 Ashley
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Respond
The BG News editorial page Is your campus forum.
Letters and guest columns should be typewritten and
signed. Your address and phone number must be Included.
The News reserves the right to reject submissions we
consider to be in bad taste, malicious or libelous.
All submissions are subject to condensation.
Please direct submissions to:
Bdlterhd Editor
The BG News
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Grad student receives video award
by Jet.-v YameUky
reporter

Hollywood - nearly every producer's goal-has been
achieved by Roc'ger Schnellenberger, a graduate student in
radTf>televisioii film.
Schnellenberger received an
award in Hollywood Moi:day for
his outstanding musical vi.-teo in
the Seventh Annual Frink
O'Connor Memorial Television
Academy Student Awards.

"It's about death, the disbelief,
the grief, the depression,1 the
acceptance and the hope.' The
storyline is similar to the Fogelberg song.
In the video Schnellenberger
flayed the part of the husband;
any Macket, a junior RadioTelevision-Film major, played

the wife; and Erin Holmberg
was the daughter. Carl Homberg, Erin's father and associate professor of interpersonal
and public communication, was
the creative consultant for the
project.
The idea was conceived in
October 1984 and filming started

last March. The shooting of the
video, he said, took three weekends. Editing took 28 hours.
"In the shooting and editing of
the video we had a lot of setbacks since it is such a technical
field we were working in, but we
had a good crew so it turned out
well," ne said.

Election debate set for tonight
by Valerie Qptak
and Phillip B. Wilson
staff reporters

Students living on or near
campus that are interested in
who their councilman could
be for the next year might
want to attend tonight's Ward
1 debate between Republican
Cindy Henry and Democrat
James Davidson.
The debate is at 7:30 p.m. in
Moseley Hall's Off-Campus
Commuter Center and is organized by the Undergraduate Student Government
through its National State
Community Affairs Committee.
The three at-large city
council candidates - Republican incumbant John Quinn,
Democratic incumbant Joyce
Kepke, and Democratic challenger Joseph Corral - will
engage in a second debate.
Ward 1 encompasses the
University and its adjoining
residential areas - north of

Schnellenberger, along with 29
other award winners, attended
the banquet which is the student
equivalent to the Emmy
awards. The officers and governors of the Academy of Television Arts and Sciences
presented to him the award for
the Midwest region's best musical video.
His video, "To The Morning,"
done as a part of a film class,
was turned in to the academy in
response to a poster Schnellenberger had seen at the WBGUTV station.
"WHEN I received the letter
that the video had won, it just
blew my mind," he said.
" 'To The Morning,' based on
a Dan Fogelberg song, is about
the death of a young couple's
daughter and how the two nandied the death," Schnellenberger explained of his video.

Candidates vie
for council seats
Fourth Street, Lehman Avenue, and South College Drive
at wooster Street and east of
Main Street. Residents living
in these areas will be represented by either Henry or
Davidson, depending upon
next Tuesday's election.
The debate will begin with
opening statements from
each candidate, according to
USG President Mike McGreevey.
THE CANDIDATES will
then be asked questions by a
University panel comprised
of McGreevey, a representative from the BG News, and
two representatives from
other campus media.
McGreevey urges students
to show their support by attending the debate.
"Strong student attendance
would show the concern of the
students to those running in
the election," he said. "It
would also provide us, as students, with insight to the best
representatives for us."

t£te^Jfa&i/6t€y-

BG News/Kevin Hopkins
The Midwest regional winners of the Stventh Annual Frank O'Connor Memorial Television Academy
Students Awards, from left to right, are Rogtr Schnellenberger, Jim Stablein, and Carl Holmberg.
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H.P.E.R. *
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Hair, Skin and Nail Designers
352-41U
352-4143

A Package For Students That Like Skiing Or Just Love A Great Time
Package Includes: six nights In luxury condominiums featuring: outdoor
heated pool, hot rubs and saunas

181 (B)S. Main
Bowling Green

CfOO

9 1 ""

WINTER SKI WEEK .

$289 ■

20% OFF

TRANSPORTATION
JANUARY 4-12

haircuts & perms
Cindy, Annette, Chris, Judy,
Diana, Shelley, Carol
expires 11/12/85

WITHOUT

TRANSPORT A TION
JANUARY 5-11

I
I

ORGANIZATIONAL MEETING:
Weoitadiy, October 30
8:00 p.a.
202MenorUI
J30 Deposit
i;,;';-/...'^:-^^'''.-^':-.-.-..^

Sunday - Wednesday
4:00 p.m. • 2:00 a.m.
Thurs. • Fri. • Sat.
4:00 p.m. • 3:00 a.m.

Bowling Green

352-1539

ONE LARGE
PIZZA WITH
ONE ITEM
Limited Delivery Area

$5

99

OFF THE
GROUND.

Our drivers carry less than $20™

%

♦ Ribs ♦
Every Thursday Night
Large portions of
Big Beef Ribs
or St. Louis Baby Back
Pork Ribs
more than you can eal for only

♦ $7.95 ♦

GflILL ant CAFE
sum t E ttboaei
Bo«*njCi»en OtoaMH
07SUK

353-8735

Uiunch hour. Throttles are at full
power as H supersonic roar sweeps
across the flight deck. And you're
the pilot.
Che catapult fires and (■ forces
slam MIII back into your seat. SecOIK Is later, you're punching a hole
in I he clouds and looking good.
Nothing In-als the excitement ol

Navj flying, And noothei joli
can match tin- kind of managemen) responslhilitj you gel so
quickly in the Navy,
The rewards are Ihcii . loo
Around-the world travel oppor(unities with a great starting
salnn nl $l!),200. As mu< h
as SM.tiim after lour veins with

promotion* and |>aj increases.
TakeoHTortomorrow in tin
Navj With lop-lcvel training
lo help yon I mild technical and
mnnagcriukskllls you'll us<- lor
a lifetime, Dun't jus' "■ til. into
a jnh; launchy care Sec \ our
Navj KccruilW or
CALL 800-3,27-NAVY.

NAVY OFFICERS GET RESPONSIBILITY FAST.
*

I
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Prof featured on CBS news

Two-part series focuses on 'Fighting Back After Forty'
by Nancy Bcwtwlck
staff reporter

When a series featuring a University professor airs on the
CSS evening news, you may not
And him watching television.
Raymond Tucker, professor
and chair of the department of
Interpersonal and Public Communication, said that if he
watches the show hell be very
critical of his performance.
"I hate watching myself. like
everybody else, I think I walk
and talk uke an idiot," be said.
While speaking at Ball State
University about two weeks ago

on "Fighting Back After Forty,"
filmed and interviewed for a
two-part series on ageism,
which will be
aired within
the next few
days.
A spokesperson for
CBS said the
script for the
series was
turned in to
be reviewed _
by the show's Tucker
producers yesterday. Once final
details are set, the series will
run when time allows.

The CBS evening news is
shown locally at 6:30 on Channel
11.
Tucker said he was informed
by CBS news correspondent
Jerry Bowen that Dan Rather
had become aware of Tucker's
seminars and was intrigued by
the topic.
Speaking at about SO seminars
each year. Tucker lectures on
topics including dealing with
difficult people and time management.
His "Fighting Back After
Forty" program teaches people
to assert themselves, how to
meet others and how to look

younger, he said.
Tucker will be presenting the
same lecture again in November
in Mansfield.
Although he has been featured
several times on local news proKams, this is the first time
icker has received national
attention through a news program.
And even though he may be
his worst critic, he said he was
admittedly flattered by being
asked to take part in the series.
"This is once in a lifetime," he
said. "You don't get to be on Dan
Rather's show very often."

PLAY IT SAFE
USE THE CAMPUS ESCORT SERVICE
1

$5."
we deliver

UAOCAMPUSI

EPPLER SOUTH GYMNASIUM
7:00 PM COSTUME CONTEST

Urge 11tem Pizza
35^-ctbbl

wima DOUBLE

302-3001

8:00 PM

"NIGHT OF THE
LIVING DEAD"

10:00 PM

"DAWN OF THE DEAD"

Minority activities
director sought
by Caroline Langer
staff reporter

The Minority Student Activities office is in the process of
conducting a national search
for a new director.
Deanna Okoiti recently resigned to become the assistant director of minority
affairs at Connecticut College, said Jack Taylor, assistant vice president of
minority affairs.
Debra McCurdy, assistant
to the vice president of student affairs, will serve as the
interim director until the position is filled in January.
McCurdy said her role is to
maintain the current calendar of events scheduled by
MSA, help provide students
who are part of minority organizations with a direction
in coordinating their events
and planning programs for
Martin Luther King Day and
Black History Month in February. She said she also will
structure the office so that the
new director will have no
trouble taking over.
EXPANSION OF services
has been discussed and McCurdy said that she would
help assess what services the
program already provided
and what additional services

Before you make
long distance commitment,
make sure you know
what you're getting into.

it could take on.
Taylor said plans for the
possible expansion of services could include finding external funds for minority
scholarships, getting more
alumni programming, providing leadership workshops,
finding internships, and establishing a link between students and corporations
interested in hiring minorities.
An advisory board is being
considered to help the MSA
coordinate the various minority organizations so that
the groups can work together
and keep programs from
overlapping, Taylor said.
Cassie Madden, president
of Black Student Union, a
politically-oriented organization which works closely with
MSA, said that in the past
MSA planned and co-sponsered many minority activities and scheduled dates for
the activities held in the
Northeast Commons and the
Amani Room, but if the offices' focus is expanded, it's
role may need to be redefined.
Madden said that the office
is maintaining its present
services and that the student
workers are still employed.

DatelineWednesday, Oct. 30
Concert - Guest saxophonist
James Forger will perform at 8
p.m. in Bryan Recital Hall of the
Moore Musical Arts Center. Admission is free.
Stadeat Loan Inf ormatlon -All
students with National Direct
Student Loans or Nursing Stu-.
dent Loans who are graduating
or leaving the University after
fall term should call the Student
Loan Office at 372-8112 to make
an appointment for an exit interview.
University Theater Production - "Extremities" will be
presented at 8 p.m. in the Joe E.
Brown Theater, University Hall.
Tickets are $1.50.
Dateline, a daily service of the
News, lists dates and times of.
campus events. Submissions by
all organizations are welcome
and must be turned in typed and
double-spaced one week prior to
the event.

If Fletcher Christian and Captain Bligh had
known what being stuck in the same boat
would mean, chances are neither would have
set foot aboard.
And if you're stuck in the same boat with a long
distance company that doesn't give you all the
services you need, it's easy to harbor mutinous
thoughts.
But when you pick AT&T as your long distance
company, you know you're in for smooth sailing.

You'll get trouble-free, reliable service. Immediate
connections—even during the busiest hours.
Guaranteed 60% and 40% discounts off our Day
Rate on state-to-state calls. And operators to
assist you with immediate credit for wrong
numbers and collect calling.
So when you're asked to choose a long distance
company, sign aboard with AT&T. With AT&T Long
Distance Service, you'll never be left stranded.
Reach out and touch someone*

AT&T
© 1985 AT»T Communications

The right choice.

How
you
live
may
save
your
life
You may find it surprising that up to 6OTfc of all
cancers can be prevented.
By avoiding excessive exposure to sunlight, by not
smoking cigarettes, by not
overeating and by following a diet high in fiber and
low in fat.
The battle isn't over but
we are winning.
Please support the
American Cancer Society.
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Soviets offer radar halt
WASHINGTON (AP) - The
Soviet Union has offered to halt
construction of a suspicious Siberian radar and to accept
small-scale tests of the controversial VS. "Star Wars" program, Reagan administration
officials said yesterday.
But the offer to halt work at
the Krasnoyarsk site, which
President Reagan branded as
illegal in a report to Congress, is
drawing a skeptical U.S. response because It would depend
on the United States not going
ahead with the modernization of
early-warning radar In Greenland and Britain.
Both proposals, through diplomatic channels in Geneva, appear to be part of a concerted
public relations campaign by
the Soviets in advance of Reagan's Nov. 19-20 summit meeting with Soviet leader Mikhail
Gorbachev.

The Soviets are resisting cuts
in offensive nuclear weapons
unless curbs are also applied to
the Strategic Defense Initiative.
"They have made us an offer
we can refuse," an official said,
stressing the importance of upgrading the Thule and Fylingdales radars in alerting the
United States to a nuclear attack.
THE SOVIET gesture on Star
Wars, however, is considered a
positive move in dealing with
the main impediment to progress on a new nuclear arms
control treaty. Reagan's (28 billion program to develop a hightechnology anti-missile shield
has slowed arms negotiations in
Geneva, Switzerland.
But Reagan has refused to
submit the program to the giveand-take of the negotiating table.
The president also (ui'luded

this month that research, testing
and developing anti-missile
technology does not violate the
1972 Anti-Ballistic Missile
Treaty with the Soviet Union.
The Soviets, and many American scientists and analysts, insist that the U.S. program flouts
the arms control accord.
However, Gorbachev informed Sen. Sam Nunn, D-Ga.,
in Moscow in September that
fundamental space research
cannot be verified - or thereby
challenged by the Soviet Union.
Subsequently, officials said,
Soviet negotiators in Geneva
acknowledged that tests of
"small-scale mockups" could
not be challenged when they
essentially are extensions of laboratory research. However,
Moscow still objects to full-scale
engineering development of
anti-missile devices, said a U.S.
official

The world is waiting. *«««««C«C«MMMMMC
■»■»»»»»■»»»»»»•» Be an exchange student

News Briefs
Three killed as Hurricane Juan washes ashore

U.S. determines Soviet wants to return home
WASHINGTON (AP) - A Soviet sailor who
jumped ship twice into the Mississippi River
near New Orleans does not wish to defect and
wants to return to his homeland, the State
Department announced yesterday.
U.S. officials who interviewed the sailor,
Miroslav Medvid, said he signed a Russianlanguage document reaffirming "repeated
statements that he wished to return home,"
the department said. Medvid was then re-

Rock Star Photo and
Laser Art Sale
through November 1
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Lenhart Grand Ballroom

HOWARDS^

Wear a costume and skate for free
(Skate rental is extra)
Prizes Awarded
Music and D.J.
for Best Costumes Provided by WFAL
r—- — — — — — — |

Live concert pics
of your favorite
stars!

'/A

7
UCAN
CANCER8
SOCIETY

ft WIN A
BICYCLE!

'*»*

Go Krogering

JZ

BGSUC
STUDENTS
NO MINIMUM PURCHASE REQUIRED

Fill out coupon below
Deposit at University Bookstore
on Halloween-Oct.31
Drawing at 5:00 p.m. Oct.31
Student Services Building
M-Fr 8:00-5:00
Sat 9=00-5:00

♦

Subject to Applicable To. & Depovf Mt Or*
o» (Reg or D*0 Peps. Free or

PEPSICOLA

8

11-M.
• Oft).!

98'

Silver Plotter Family Pock
(8 10 lb. Average)

ASSORTED
PORK CHOPS

BICYCLE B©NUS
PHONE

1985'

NO MINIMUM PURCHASE REQUIRED
R)
Kroger

5 1

Extro Leon (41b Package or Larger)
Pound

99'

MORE BEEF
GROUND BEEF

Pound

NO MINIMUM PURCNISE REQUIRED

A»Ofted Colors

K roger Creom Style or Whole Kernel
or French Style or Cut

NORTHERN
BATH TISSUE

GOLDEN CORN
OR 6REEN BEANS

77t

4,1

Register to win a FIRENZE 12-SPEE0BIKE. Fill out the coupon C return it to tht Bookstore. No purchase required.

AD0RESS_

Prices & Items Effective at Bowling Green
Kroger Stores Only! Oct. 28 thru Nov. 3

ENRICHED
WHITE BREAD

NO MINIMUM PURCNISE REQUIRED

Congratulations to Megan. McManamon,
ourPre-Reglstration bicycle winner!

RARE

leased for return to his vessel, the grain
freighter Marshal Koniev.
The announcement concluded a four-day
saga in which Medvid twice lumped from the
freighter into the river only to be returned to
the vessel by UJS. Border Patrol agents who
thought h° was a stowaway.
The Immigration and Naturalization Service
said it had Turn interviewed by telephone on
Thursday night, after his first leap.

Halloween Skating Special
8:00 p.m. ■ 10:00 p.m.
B.G.S.U. Ice Arena

Inside only

\ 352-3551

Lancet, a British medical journal.
AIDS and slim disease share many of the
same symptoms, the researchers report, but
AIDS does not generally produce the extreme
weight loss and diarrhea seen in slim disease.
Victims of slim disease are not as likely to
exhibit the swollen lymph glands, cancer and
Kaposi's sarcoma, common in AIDS.

NEW YORK (AP) - A new fatal disease that
is linked to the AIDS virus and produces
extreme weight loss has been found in heterosexuals in Africa, where it has become known
as "slim disease."
"Although slim disease resembles AIDS in
many ways, it seems to be a new entity." its
discoverers wrote in the Oct. 19 issue of The

^MMMfiMMMMflMMM^MMOiM «

$4.00

By 3 p.m. CST, however, Juan's winds diminished to 65 mph, and the National Weather
Service downgraded it to a tropical storm.

Fatal African 'slim disease* linked to AIDS

7%an£*
Urge 11tem Pizza

drilling rig that toppled in a marsh. About
160 people had been rescued from rigs and
boats In the Gulf of Mexico and adjacent
waters over three days, the Coast Guard said.

MORGAN CITY, La. (AP) - Unexpected
Hurricane Juan wobbled ashore and stalled
again yesterday, knocking down a third oil rig
as its heavy rain and 85 mph winds whipped
offshore waves 20 feet high and drove tides up
to 10 feet above normal against inland levees.
At least three people were dead and four
missing, including three believed trapped in a

RoN
Pooktt*

Dl
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NBA's perenial powers will prevail

The National Basketball
Associaton season has already
begun, but the final outcome is
almost five months away.
Perenially, the Atlantic
Division is one of the league's
strongest and this year should
be no exception. Philadelphia's
strength still lies in Moses
Malone, who is proving early
that he is far from washed up.
With Charles "the round mound
of rebound" Barkley throwing
his considerable weight around,
Philly will get its share of
rebounds.
The Sixers also have Julius
Erving, aging but effective in
his own right, Andrew Toney
(17.8 ppg) and Maurice Cheeks
(13.1 ppg, 6.4 assists per game).
Some questionable depth at
rrd could prove the undoing of
Sixers.
The Celtics suffer from the
same ailment. With Larry Bird,
Kevin McHale and Robert

Parrish, Boston has the horses
in the frontcourt. But after
Danny Ainge and Dennis
Johnson in the backcourt, there
is little else.
The addition of Bill Walton is
an interesting experiment.
Whether he'll work out or not
remains to be seen, but, if he can
stay in some semblence of
decent health, he can only help.
The Bullets have an

Patrick Ewing develops.
Predicted ffalih:
l.PhfladelpfaJa
ZJteton
3.WaiaiBgton
4.New Jersey
S.New York
The Central Divison poses an
interesting race. The Milwaukee
Bucks, a surprising division
champ last year, has the horses
to repeat again - except for one

If John "Hot Rod" Williams ever gets
untangled from judicial red tape, he could
drastically improve Cleveland's offense.
experiment of their own, the
towering Manute Bol.
Washington's gamble on the 7-6,
198 pound center is risky at best,
but I doubt if anything will help
the Bullets keep up with Boston
and Philly. Adding Dan
Roundfield to the lineup just
crowds an already cramped
forward picture.
With little help from the draft,
the Nets may lose ground in the
Atlantic. After Michael Ray
Richardson and Buck Williams,
New Jersey has little talent.
Bernard King will not play
until midseason and that means
a lot of losses for New York as

glaring hole. Sidney Moncreif,
constantly underrated, leads a
team that is only a center away
from dominating.
Alton Lister will try to fill the
hole, although he is better suited
forpower forward.
The Cavs proved to be
legitimate playoff material with
a 54-27 finish. Everyone
questions their talent at center,
but if John "Hot Rod" Williams
ever gets untangled from
judicial red tape, he could
drastically improve Cleveland's
offense.
Chicago could be the division's
most improved team, especially

with the addition of George
"Iceman" Gervin. "Ice" will
allow Michael Jordan to play
some forward and give the Bulls
another scoring threat, although
it may only be off the bench.
With rough and tumble Gene
Banks around to help protect
Orlando Woolridge's delicate
knees, Chicago needs only some
help at center to threaten
Milwaukee.
Also in the race for the title
will be Detroit, although I have
this nagging feeling they're not
as tough as advertised. Kelly
Tripucka's total lack of
defensive talents are no longer
overshadowed by his offensive
performance. The Pistons have
the bangers underneath with
Bill Laimbeer, Rick Mahorn and
Kent Benson but after Isiah
Thomas the guards are erratic.
The Pacers will not finish last,
if not because of Wayman
Tisdale, then due to the addition
of some help in the frontcourt.
Quinn Buckner, freed from the
confusion of the Boston fast
break, and Clint Richardson,
trapped behind Toney in Philly,
could provide Indianapolis with
the talent they need to contend.
"' put, Atlanta will
• See NBA, page 7.

New Yorkers lead
all-star selections
NEW YORK (AP) - New
York Yankees first baseman
Don Mattingly and righthander Dwight Gooden of the
the New York Mets, sure to be
key characters in any future
Subway Series scenario, head
The Associated Press' major
league All-Star team.
Gooden, 24-4, was the leading vote-getter with 114 of a
possible 117 votes cast by a
nationwide panel of sports
writers ana broadcasters.
Mattingly was next with 107
votes in results announced
yesterday. Mattingly nearest
rival at first base, Baltimore's Eddie Murray, had
seven votes.
The closest race was for AP
Manager of the Year, as
Whitey Herzoe of the St.
Louis Cardinals edged the
Cincinnati Reds' Pete Rose .
Mattingly, 24, led the American League with 145 runs

batted in and hit 35 homers
while batting .324.
Gooden, 20 years old, led
the the NL in victories;
earned run average, 1.53;
complete games, 16.
John Tudor of the St. Louis
Cardinals, who rebounded
from a 1-7 start and went on to
win 20 of 21 decisions, was the
top left-handed pitcher.
NEW YORK'S Gary Carter
led the catchers with 75 over
the White Sox's Carlton Fisk,
with 40.
Tommy Herr of St. Louis
beat Chicago's Ryne Sandberg at second base and the
voters opted for Baltimore's
Cal Ripken over St.L's Ozzie
Smith at shortstop.
Kansas City's George Brett
took honors at third base
base.
The outfield spots went to
the Cards' Willie McGee.
Rick Henderson of NY, and
LA's Pedro Guerrero.

■1

October Committee Members
of the Month
Administrative - Beth Gilbert, Kate Langer
Campus Films - Lynn Zweidinger, R.J. Chavez
Exhibits - Nancy Ellis, Carrie Foltz
Games - Paul Glink
Mini Course - John Wise
Outdoor Recreation - Rick Sasala, Joan Ehrhart
Performing Arts - Dawn Hefner
Scott Hendricks
Public Relations - Ann Motto, Janet Lawrence
Publications - Mike Gaborick
Publicity - Donna While
Spotlight Entertainment - Joe Slagle
Sally Kraine
Travel - Amy Hallenbrook, Ann Ranck

0
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WEEKDAY SPECIAL
finy medium 13" One kern Pizza For
plus on* 16 ox. btl. of
POP FREE with this
coupon, fi J6.50 value,
Extra Items
175 each
ask for when ordering.
Good mon-Thurs ONLY
Chicago Style extra

*C25

5

Open 4 P.m.

FREE DELIVERY
mam st

One Coupon Per Order

Bowling G'«*n. Ohio 43402

352-5166

Expires 11-30-85

Voted Best Pizza In B.C.

UNIVERSITY THEATRE
PRESENTS

Interested in Joining?

EXTREMITIES
October 30 - November 2
8:00 p.m.
405 University Hall

4 ways to pick up a date
while entering the
General Foods" International
Coffees Sweepstakes.

Tickets sold at door starting at 7:00 p.m.
For information call 372-2222

1. Go to the McDonald West
Dining Hall this week.
2. Sample Sugar Free Suisse
Mocha...and spill a drop on your
prospective date's sneakers.
3. Borrow their lucky pen to fill
out the "Week In Switzerland" entry
form below.
4. Pick up your free poster...and
ask their advice on where to hang it!

WARNING:
It's Halloween And
THE UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE

Deposit this lorm In (he inlry box il thl Dining Hill. And linn keep your fingers croutd.
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Join Us In Your Costume Oct. 31
And We Will Give You
20% Off Any Purchase
(Except Text)
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at McDonald West Dining Hall

University Bookstore
Student Services Building
8-5:00 M-F
9-5:00 Sat.
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NBA
(Continued from page 8)
Predicted HnUh:
LMflwaokee
2.Clevelud
J.Chicago
(.Detroit
I.AOanta
Hie run and gun Denver
Nuggets rode their fast break to
a Midwest Division title, racing
1 Houston's twin towers ana
Repeating will be difficult, but
if Calvin Natt can stay healthy,
it will not be impossible. With
Wayne Cooper improving at
center and Alex English pouring
in points with incredible
regularity, the backcourt is
solid. Defensive whiz T.R. Dunn
and Lafeyette Lever are the
starters in the Nuggets' rotating
guard system.
Dallas'outcome will depend
largely on its. If Jay Vincent can
become a consistent performer,
if someone emerges aa a
legitimate NBA center and if
some depth develops at guard,
then Dallas could threaten, in a
big way, for the division title.

Houston got the most out of the
twin towers, Ralph Sampson
and Akeem Olaiuwan. last year,
but it will take more help in the
frontcourt for a repeat
performance. If John Lucas
could stay clean for a year, it
would greatly help.
Scoring is the password in
Utah. DarreU Griffith and
Adrian Dantley, who the Jazz
hope is ready to play a full
season complaint-free, offer
enough scoring for anybody.
Mark Eaton, the NBA*s top
defensive player in '85 needs
help, though. Because when
Griffith and Dantley aren't
scoring at will, the Jazz'
opponents are.
The Spurs are rebuilding and
a change of scenery won't help
the Kings, now in Sacramento.
Predicted finish:
l.Denver
J.Dallas
3.Houston
•.Utah
5.San AntooJo
(.Sacramento
In the Pacific Division,
Kareem Abdul-Jabbar is still
capable of playing, as he proved
in the playoffs last year, which
means the Lakers will again win

the division title.
With a cast including James
Worthy, Earvin Johnson and a
deep bench, Los Angelas will be
tough to stop.
The young Portland franchise,
paced by Clyde "the Glide"
Drexler and Sam Bowie should
continue to improve. Veterans
Kenny Carr, Mychal Thompson
and Kiki Vandeweghe do more
than their share, but
outdistancing LA will be next to
impossible.
The "other" LA team, the
Cuppers will battle Seattle and
Phoenix for respectability. The
problem is, all three teams
could fail like Golden State.

Ozzie climbs reception ladder
CLEVELAND (AP) - The
479th reception of Ozzie Newsome's National Football League
career will be one he remembers for a long time, but not
because it put nun into the top 20
on the NFL's career receiving
list
The 7-yard catch Sunday left
the Cleveland Browns short of a
first down and killed their last
chance of tying the Washington
Redskins. Washington ran out
the final 2:27 to beat Cleveland
14-7.

Predicted finish:
LLA Lakers
Z.Portland
J.Phoenix
4.LA Clippers
5.SeatUe
S.Golden State

"If you have caught aa many
balls as I have over a career,
pretty soon you are going to
move up on the list." the tight
end said. "I haven't worried
about receptions, only wins.
"Catching passes is a week-toweek thing, ft doesn't matter if
it's one catch or nine. The only
thing important is winning."
Newsome caught nine passes
Sunday to pass former Green
Bay receiver Boyd Dowler and
take over the 20th spot on the
WWW********
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TWO NIGHTS ONLY!
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Meadowview Courts
Apartment

career receptions list
He needs six more receptions
to pass Jackie Smith arid become the all-time receiving
leader among tight ends.
"I feel really good knowing
that I'm in the top 20 of all the
receivers who have ever played
the game," Newsome said. "The
ability to catch the football is my
biggest asset I've been fortunate to play for coaches and
offensive coordinators who have
utilized my talents and abilities."

BLOOPERS
SHOW

Call now at 352-1195

• One Bedroom Furnished

Golden Key
National Honor

$270 all utilities paid
Available November 8*

A RARE COLLECTION OF UNRELEASED OUT-TAKES
FROM FAMOUS TV SHOWS

TUESDAY OCT. 29
121 WEST HAIL

Landlord pays water and sewage

Society
Scholastic
Achievement & Excellence

All residents have the privilege of
using The Cherrywood Health Spa
located at fl"1 and High St.
Hours: Mon.-Frl. 9-4:30

December 8
Grand Ballroom at 1:00 p.m.
Come by our Information table In
University Hall on Oct. 30 & 31

mrriTiTm'riTmTiTrriTHTH'iTmHTI'H'I'I'l'I'I'l'

David

*
*
*

WEDNESDAY OCT. 30
121 WEST HALL

214 Napoleon Rd.

Brcadway/Hazelton
Hairstyles Appearing Nationally in Over
Sixty Fashion Magazines
Voted National Salon of the Year by
Modern Salon Magazine

bg's famous
gathering place

Thursday, October 31
Costume Contest - 1st Prize - $25.00
Prizes, Free Popcorn & Costumes
— NO COVER with COSTUME —

Complimentary Make-Up Demonstration
with any hair salon service
Hours: Mon.-Fri. 9:00 a.m.-7:30 p.m.
Saturday 9:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m.
Closed Sunday and Holidays

131 W. Indiana Ave.
Perrysburg, OH 43351

a
a

Graduated Savings.

(Dior

Skin • Nails •
A2AAZ4A2AA2AJ

*t&o#&»&s

874-9404

Available for group demonstrations

j ASA ASA ASA ASA ASA ASA ASA ASA ASA ASA

tfatuJaf/o
G°
1985
%
Homecoming Queen

Marilee Dillon
and King

Patrick Lee

One week only, save on the gold ring of your choice. For complete
details, see your Jostens representative at:
Dai.- Oct. 36-31

All of us at Alpha Xi Delta
are proud of You!

Tim.' It* t.«.-3:M p.m. I».-|-.SII K.-i $15.M

Place Vmvtnttj Bookitore, Stmdtmt Scntot BMg.
JCHH Payii»'in plans as ailat>k- ClHHoJislens, Inr

6

JOSTENS
AMERICA'S

^AZA ASA AZA ASA ASA ABA ABA AgA ABA AgA AgA ABA ABA ABA ABA AZA AgA ABA ABA AZA

*
*
»
*
»
*

Limited Good Seating- Come Early So Children Please
****************** *******************

To the Annual Uptown Halloween Bash

Greo

*
»
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

7 p.m. and 9 p.m. EACH NIGHT
Adm. $3 with campus I.D. $4 all others

YOU'RE INVITED:

UnNwdWasn

*
*

COLLEGE

RING'"

Classifieds
T35b«r30^»eS"

CAMPUS AND CITY EVENTS
•••ADCLUB-*'
MMVgfO'ltmmwi
Wed Ocl 30 7 30. 306 Moeeley
Speeker clele postponed
Caw QM M Bis kilo on our raw!
BOWUNQ GREEN JAYCESS" ■ ■
■ ••HAUNTED HOUSE" •
October 31 end Nov 1.2
7-11 pm nightly
M tie Wood County Fairgrounds on Poe Rd
Cnmlnel JueUce Orr^rwallonal mating. Moo<*y.Nov«m«>*-4,118:0011102 Hmm Ou«l
speaker wl b> Anthony C«rmona from Via U.S.
Secret Service
NATIONAL STUOEMT EXCHANOC INFORMATION SESSION TODAY AT 12 30 P.M.. 231
AOMMtTIUTION LEARN MORE ABOUT
ATTENOWO COLLEGE OUT-OF-STATE vVtTHOUT PAYING HIGH TUITION FEES
MCaUCTBALL CUM MEETING TONIGHT
145 P.M. Archery Boost In SRC
All 111 Plsrora Are WMoomsl
11.8.0.
Candidates Forum
•Take aeue w«h those cantMMM thM we
represent B G S U aiCiryCouncI
-Student rights
-Local rsaues o( concern
-etc...
Wad Oct 30th 198S
7:30 p.m
Daaimint Mosory Hal
WOMEN Of BOSU
THE MISS BOSU SCHOLARSHIP PAGEANT
WEI BE HOLDNG THE FIRST CONTESTANT
MEETING/INFORMATION NIGHT ON SUNDAY. NOVEMBER 3 AT 8 PM IN THE UNION
CAMPUS ROOM SEE YOU THERE!
Spring Break in me BAHAMAS
Saang trip horn F1. frsfrlaiei to Bahamas
Sponsored by BG SUng Club
OrganUatjonal Meeting Wed Oct 30
at 9 00 p m Room 300 Math/Science
For more Into CM

Owe 372-6238 or Bonnre 353 7501
WASHINGTON CENTER INTERNSHIP PROGRAM- DON'T GRADUATE WITHOUT ITI
ALL MAJORS -12-15 CREDITS FOR MORE
INFORMATION COME TO AN INFORMATION
SESSION FRKIAY NOV 1 AT 10:30 AM OR
TUES. NOV. 5 AT J:»0 PM, BOTH AT 231
ADMM.

LOST AND FOUND

-ATTENTION ORDER OF OMEGAWE WILL MEET THIS WENDCSDAY (OCT 30)
TO FINALIZE SELECTION EVERYONE
PLEASE ATTEND THIS GALA EVENT IS SET
FOR 9 PM M ROOM 103 BA
SEE YOU TONMHTI

BG News/October 3D, 1985 8
U Kathy Cmoa.
I an so glad lo have you aa my little.
KD Love, Beth I
DOuQBEROER
And the neme of Sigma Phi Epaaon
we be heard across the nation'
BROTHER Of THE WEEK, OCTOBER M
The Brothers of Sigma Phi Epaaon

BaQ SCREW'
BIG SCREW!
BIG SCREW'

l.Q.SU. Ski Teem OrrjanUatUnal Meeting
Wed. Oct 30. Memorial Hal. Rm 202 M
9:00 Ski Ya There
CHAD ARTHUR #23
CONGRATS ON YOUR FIRST COLLEGIATE
GOAL AND ON A GREAT GAME! GOOD LUCK
THB WEEKEND!
CTOtvXaWTULATIONS XO FOOTBALL TEAM
FOR YOU VWN OVER Dual — WE LOVE YOU
AND OUR SUPER COACH MIKE
Congratulations Leslie James on being named
PhJ Pal Sweetheart! There couldn't have been a
better choice what a sweetie I
Love, Your Delta Zota Sisters
DZ VOLLEYBALL TOURNAMENT
DZ VOLLEYBALL TOURNAMENT
DZ VOLLEYBALL TOURNAMENT
Delta Zeta Fan IS Pledge Class,
You're the greatest pledges anyone could
have asked lor. I kvre you! Thanks lor the
birthday surprise.
Dee Zee tare » anna S tone of mine, Temera
OCaVERATELY SEEKING DELI
I'M ON THE 'BORDERLINE." BUT I'M "BURN
ING UP" POR YOUR LOVE'
UNTIL NEXT TIME
DESPERATELY SEEKING KIM
Hope you enjoyed the seat M Cheap Trick!
I'd realty like lo see you again1
Meet me on Sundance Balcony
Friday right at 9 00
Hooetuty
DAVID

FOUND: Young cat: Frniee > ThutMal area
(lea coaar Cal 362-3575 or 372-2802

Love, LI
Temeearej
I'm ao sled you're my little,
I IMnk we make a good le.mll
Love Ya lota- Yaw I

TOM 1 PAW,
Thanks mega tone for a g-eet laaToaiaaii party
waakand M O.U.II Hope we dkJnl cramp your
atywil
Love ya. Suite Souvenir (Knata) a Corny
To my Big Dan Gemert
Thanks lor being my big. I'm looking forward lo
many greet times together
Love your Lil. Peruse

October JOth la a Ug event
So hold your breath
And close your eyes
Because tonight arttl be a

TACO TACO TACO
J tor 11.00 from HI p.m.
EVERY WEDNESDAY NIGHT
MAIN ST.

To my tavortte Del Tan Ceki
Thank you for a wonderful Homecoming Week
end m Detroit Aa usual II wee fabulous"
Love, Juaa

— -*—

"HAVEN HOUSE"
BRY,
I DONT WANT TO BE ON YOUR -HIT
UST I'M SORRY!
HOPEFUUY STILL.
YOUR WFTH ROOMMATE
JANE MASOHARI—
CONGRATULATIONS ON YOUR DZSK3MA
CHI (FROM ALMA COLLEGE. MICH ) LA
VAUEFaNG TO JaVJ CRAWLEY' YOU SURPfaSEO US ALL EVEN YOURSELF! MAY
YOU BOTH ENJOY LOTS OF HAPPINESS!
LOVE- YOUR DELTA ZETA SISTERS

LITTLE CHRIS MAJNAIWCH
YOUR BM LOVES YOUI
DZ VOLLEYBALL TOURNAMENT
DZ VOLLEYBALL TOURNAMENT
DZ VOLLEYBALL TOURNAMENT

TO THE RESIDENTS OF Sffi FLOOR OFFENHAUEREAST:
YOU ARE THE GREATEST
LOVE YA. BECKY

LMT'MCAT'OMAT-ORE
UTf CPA REVIEW-NCLEX
STANLEY KAPLAN ED. CENTER
NO. 1 IN TEST PREPARATION
!<1»)IH-1701 TOLEDO

U.S.G
Make your City CouncI candUelee accountable
to student needa
The Canrirtetai Forum
Wed. Oct. 30th. 1886
730pm
Oaaiminl Moeery HI

MAraUE DeLLO*
CongratlrlaHons "Little" on beat) Homeeoralag Queen! I am ao proud ol you! I knew
Ml along thai you were the one! Love ya Ma.
Your Mo, Zupl

US SCHOLARSHPS FOR CITIZENS
ATTENTION: Counselors end Students Thousands of Schowships A Grants lor coeegea go
unused each school year More than 4 baaon
doMrs Is awaaMl armualy1 Grades wl not be
the raaue For FREE irnorrrabon Schrjlararspa
I Loans Services 466 35!h AVE. San Fran
cnco.CA. 94121

Kelly Rekee
I LOVE YOUM
LAURA SCHWTZERCONGRATULATIONS ON YOUR DZ-ATO PINNING TO MARK DABKOWSKI! WE WISH YOU
THE BEST HAPPINESS ALWAYS! HOW LONG
HAVE WE BEEN WAITING FOR THST
LOVE. YOUR DELTA ZETA SISTERS
Lenny, Then, tar a fatwtous Uraa In Detroit,
homecoming was a bleat! luv Stecey
PS. I tared the roeeslll
III' Amy Wiley.
I'm so excited thet you're my Ktbe Do you know
who I am yet? Tomorrow mght le the big night
Gel psyched and ready for a fun year aa Big
and uree!
DZ awe and all a* ralna, your aniaoua Mgl

LI Jane Maachari,
Yea' We finely had a candle passing In our
Ismayi Congratulations on your DZ-Sigma Chi
arvekenng to Jan at Akna Coeege I'm so happy
lor both of you
DZ love and mine. Big Danuo (Denise)
PS Thanks lor being the best true and friend

LOST Btue derwn jean Lev's lacket with many
bottona on «. at Usinstreet on Thurs, Oct 17
PLEASE return It to Nancy - 372-4617 — IS.
-I cant aw-III
Lost eyeglaaees In a maroon case It found can
Mary 372-4482

LI' sachela Hoptdna—

All my dues

UL' CrNDY FETTER.
YOU ARE THE BEST LITTLE ANYONE COULD
ASK FOR! THANKS FOR BEING SPECIAL
YOU! LOVE YOUI
YOUR BIO, BECKY
DID YOU KNOW
When Bowling Green Stale Normal Coeege
started daises in 1914. tuition was
free Watch for more Trivia Teasers
tomorrow brought to you by AMA

_ (TJ(.)
You're my favorite "doo-daa" and don't ever
torgM I. Thenx lor a vary apactal wckoack''

Just warned to remind you how special you
are to me. Then! you tor being my Big.
KD Loee, LI' Both
Pees,
Thanks lor s great weekend. It wes tun!
Love, Beth
BUY YOURSELF OR SOMEONE YOU KNOW
A ROSE - TODAY - M THE UNION OVAL ALL PROCEEDS GO TO P.U S.H
FRAME IsARtMNI now accepting eubrnteBtone In poetry, fiction, art and photography
through Oct 30 Submit to 200 University Hal

TACO TACO TACO
1 tor 11.00 from HI p.m
EVERY WEDNESDAY NKJHT
MAIN ST.

PUSH
PUSH
PUSH.
HELP US SUPPORT PUSH — DONATIONS
ACCEPTED IN THE UMON OVAL - THIS
WEEK.

BUY YOURSELF OR SOMEONE YOU KNOW
A ROSE - TOOAY — IN THE UNION OVAL —
Aa PROCEEDS GO TO P U S H
DZ VOLLEYBALL TOURNAMENT
DZ VOLLEYBALL TOURNAMENT
DZ VOLLEYBALL TOLiRNAMENT

REMEMBER YOUR FIRST SEMESTER?
HELP A NEW STUDENT
THE COLLEGE OF HEALTH AND HUMAN
SERVICES PEER ADVISOR PROGRAM CONTACT THE COLLEGE OFFICE.

GOVERNMENT HOMES Iron S1
IU rape.| Also desnquent tax property Cal 1 805-687-6000 Ext OH 9849 lor InforrreaWn.

Sese-Sale-Sale up to 50% OFF
Lets of Good Bsrgsina st Jeene N Ttvnge
531 Ridge St.. Open tonight tl 8 p m
scs,
Even though you're old and decrepata. I Mhi
love youl
MAA

Found Kitten, orange S white, lemaie Napoleon I High Streets Cal 364 5387
SIM REWARDII
to anyone gMng rtormatton leading to the
•neat & conviction of party or parties that stole
wheelbarrow from si front of Lake Erie Sports
on the mght of Oct 23
3S3-7B2S. All calls are confidential.
Lost Ladles gold Week sapphire ring Vicinity ol
Fine Am S Harshman Quad REWARD Cal
Trlsh, 352-8323
Lost. Golden Labrador, 4 years old w/btue
coaar Toledo dog tags CM 352-3628
Lost: Thurs. OcL 21 between B.A. and Education. A10 Inch gold chain wnti gold belle and
pearli Great sentimental value. If found
petse cast S62-S0M. Revrard

CHICAGO BOUND? (this weekend the 1st or
any) Please take ma Can leave on Thurs t
return on Mon Wl help w/ai expenses Cal
Keeey 354-7115 (Whoever cased before.
paMecalaoMn;
TO CHICAGO ON THE WKEND OF NOV 1 St
DEPARTURE THRUSOAY OR FRIDAY
RETURN SUNOAY OR MONDAY
352 5451. HELP IN DRIVING. GAS. TOLLS

l-.diied by I rurfr Michel Jarre

Professional secretarial services
Typing Oone professionally
886-6946 Bowing Green
FOUTS TYPING
SI 00 par page, double-spaced
On campus pick-up 4 00 pm 669 2679

presents

TUCKER TYPING
alter 6 pm cal Nancy
ALL HALLOWEEN MASKS 40% OFF
WIDE SELECTION OF HALLOWEEN CARDS
FLORAL ORK3INALS by Gregory Scotte
FomierlyQreeWglJCflanoa. 518E Wooster
Alpha PM Omega'a
eYg Screw Finals
Wed - University HM
Thura - Bualneea Ad
Frl. - Education
Vote lor the ScrewkeM Proteaaor
OnCampual!
proceeds Donated to charity ol
pfofaaaor's chotoe

SELLING AND SALES MANAGEMENT CLUB
would Sea to announce, once a£*m by popular
demand the ORMMNAL Mom and DC) BOSU
aweetsnirts and falcons on sale starting Nov. 4.
Keep posted for more InlorTnaoon

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

SERVICES OFFERED

352-0809

HELP! PaOE NEEDED TO PfTTSBURGH
WEEKEND OF NOV. 1 WXL HELP WITH GAS
MONEYlll PLEASE CALL AMY AT 352-2283

Amy Male eka
Krlaly LettavHa
You did a greet job with Snake Pence

RIDES

RO.U. tt.rril(: lOSCO'.Snil QEOEGE, LOBIE SIMON, BONNIE
WAGNER, STEvt WRD.u. NUI11X12 is "chickunan"
SBoad & iflMts br MAESU, DIANA.ud E1NBT

Wmm WEEKEND _
at MILTON'S inBG. oogmtsM$es
see AMAZING,DANCING,THINGS!!

ACROSS
64 Delhi dress
28
1 French
65 The Old
impressionist
Bucket
29
6 Dies
10 Arduous
DOWN
lourney
1 Alter do"
14 Marketplace
or toy
of yore
2 Pointed arch
15 Singer
3 Count
Diamond
(enumerate)
16 Nimbus
4 Oral ftesna
17 Taming of me
hons
Shrew musical
5 Cover lor a
19 Novehsi Hunter
gun smuuie
20 First lady''
6 Trimming
21 Insect 'eeiei
I ape
22 Norse raider
7 Harvest
24 Uneasy
6 River island
26 Isle Ot song
9 Lift American
27 Millet s The
style
Man with (he
10 Getting lo
Know You
28 Diplomat s
musical
ii Sitanst
desire
31 C'lynear
Shankar
Karlsruhe
12 Verve
34 Slate Howe'
13 Alter Hong
oi Uiah
or King
35 Mountain pass 18 Root edge
23
deCite
m India
3' CuChoopmi
Pans
38 Pole used in
25 Seventy IM
Highland
Trombones
games
musical
26 Father
39 An Prelu
40 Japanese
1
aborigine
41 News item
42 FiShhOOK
adiunct
43 Launch out
agamst
1
45 Young one
46 Wight, lor one
47 Haydenollhe
baiiei
V
n
51 vaqueros
milieu
r
54 Rtver in
•■
Yorkshire
55 Duller sgoaai
'i
■i
56 Giselle
composer
57 Pygmalion
musical
60 Bristle
61 Smile
radiantly
to
D
62 Waterwhee,
63 Prolific author
Abr>
i- »-f « IN Ml

/

cg^^^Sz^KL^^^S^^^^

laSonHuri

n

i
.'«

\* '

■
I'

Bookkeeper s
term
01
l
sing
Actor James
Jones
Cote sound
Opera feature
Demands pay
ment
Fmefur
Sesamo plant
Electrical
units

.H

42 Port of S Italy
44 Tough wood
45 Actress Garr
47
Vice
48 Kind of plug
49
Hawkins
50 indo European
5i Tabula
52 Yemen capital
53 Defense gp
54 A long way oft
58 Cenamvote
59 Mauna

1

■

F
roomrnmale needed to alilaail 2
bdrmrbath Apartment lor Spring Semester—
Frazee Apartments. CM 363-9804
Tudor
353-4588

tor Finance 300

Cal today

FerneJe lo aitilaaea 2-story house on Second
Street Ctoee to campua Low rent Private
bedrooms. Cat Janet or Diane at 352-8809 tor
more Inlormation
1 or 2 lemaie roommates needed lo sublease
apt 1 block from campus Spring semester
only. CH 362-3400.

HELP WANTED
GOVERNMENT JOBS
(18,040 $59.2307yr Now raring CM 1.805-8878000 Ext H-9849 for current lodorM 1st
Serious keyboard, baas guitar, lead guitar,
eingara. sax and horn players needed to complate Top 40sband and video CM 352-7439

FOR SALE
'81 Peugeot 505-S Turbo dleeel. 5 speed
CM 372-2097 or 362-5343
1977 CAPRICE CLASSIC
HAS EVERYTHIMG
RUNS GREATfDEPENOABLEi WORK. TRIPS.
HOME. ETC ONLY $950 (OR OFFER) -CALL
364-5003 00 IN ON fT WITH YOUR ROOM
MATES
FOR SALE 1980 FR WHEEL DR. - 4
CYLJNOER-BUICK SKYLARK EXC CONO.
NO RUST. RUNS FANTASTIC NEW BATTERY. 4 NEW KELLY TIRES. JVC-AM/FM
CASSETTE/BOSE MUSIC SYSTEM AND HARCOR AUTO ALARM. $2700 353-9002 ASK
FORBRWN
1981 BUck Diesel Station Wagon
$3490
Cal 353-1854
SONY FULL FEATUtet REMOTE CONTBOl
COMPACT HI-DENSITY COMPONENT SYSTEM WmUTCHINO SPEAKERS. SPECIFICATIONS: 300 WATTS TOTAL OUTPUT. 7 BAND
GRAPHIC EQUALIZER ABND SPECTURM
ANALYZER. 4 BAND TUNER (FM. SW2. SWI,
MW| BAND C DOLBY NB AND AUTO REVERSE, AUTOMATIC MUSIC SEARCH -$700
OB BEST OFFER. CALL SAM ON FADI AT
1S4-H01 OB 352-1141
1987 Ford Falcon
Rune great, good gas. tlree
Musi sal $225 352-5110

FOR RENT
House $140 00 per/month, utetiee
pax) and own room 217 S Coaage;
CM 354-7847, Ron

CM 353-8403
Efficiency Apartment lor Spring se21S E. Poe Rd , $180/mo.. utaWas
ncajded CM 352 7521
MUST SUBLEASE NICE APT FOR SPRING
SEMESTER 116/MTH I UTIL VERY CLOSE
TO CAMPUS 362 8943
Rooms lor rent Available mmeckatety One
block from campua CM Aim or Cathie 352
8934
Six room carpeted apt Ooaa to
Avaoabte Nov. 1 Cal 362-5822
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and have
our fabulous
Muscle Man
deliver your ^?^»
Bouquet of /T'
Balloons g
Cei M tm .e****'
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CALLTODAY
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OtDU NOW 4 CAU THE

Bolloonmon
10/;

cm

352-6061

BBVMM

First Ward Council

Elect

JAMES P. DAVIDSON
* Committed to Fair Treatment
of All Citizens
it Taught at BGSU for 14 years
in College of Education

E

2 terra*, roorrrrnatee needed tor Spring to rent
aPartnant dose to campua CM 353-9805

Apartment for sublease
Cheep1 Close to campus

H ' T

"

Female roommate lor Spring Semester
VvoootatSt. CM 354-1318

Large 1 bedroom apt. 2 blocks from campus.
anrrvadarlery No pels CM 354 1879
6pm Ask lor Larry.

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

1

t or 2 roommates needed to share 2 bedroom
spsrtment $210 I ease . 860 Sixth St »1
CM PM M 3728088

START YOUR CAREER NOW
Earn money and work on Fortune 500 Compareas' marketing programs on campus Part-time
inextxe) hours each week We give references CM 1 800-243-6879

October Perm Sato - $27 00
Gremby Heir SeBn at
UlaTnan'l — 352-5615

Thanks to the totkrwlng people
Rich Yoke

Manage. Seeking bright energetic indMdual
«*> lewMii lo hanrJa the operation of Klnko's
a progreaarve quick copy shop Hard work, long
hours rewarded with excolent benefits and
salary. Opportunity lor advancement Varied
edur^ttonelrwork a .penances welcome Send
Bsourna |Q: 421 E. Main SI.. Kent. OH 44240

VOLLEYBALL TOURNAMENT
Sponaored by Delta ZaU
November 2, 1115
M p.m. at the Ret. Center
For more Information call
MM DZ houeo 17MSS7

Spend CWatmea Break Skiing"
VaABaavercreek. Steamboat 2/577 nights
CM M el 352-9304

SUSAN I
Thanka for the llowara roommata! They're
beeutrfull Gat peyched tor dete party I Jam on
H
I You're the beet roommata sverl
Love, Zup

Campus Representative Wanted — Students
who know Blew way around campua to be
lOnko'a representatives
Flexible part time
schedule Must be outgoing with an aptitude lot
aaaaa

Travel Field Opportunity Gam valuable marketing experience whee earning money Campus
rerjreeentatrve needed anmeoimely for spring
break trip to Florida CM B* Ryan al 1 -800282-8221

SKI COLORADO 5 nlgrax. 4 Ins PARTIES
pus much more> Al CONGO lodging
VasVBeevercreek. SI69
Steamboat, $185
Aspen^r«>vmiaea. $189
CM BB lor oetaas. 352-9304

aeSTERt Of CM OMEGA.
As Saturday approaches, our house we
add I new meaning to the word HAUNTED
Thank you lor a greet team and let's
snow the greeks lust how SCARY we can oel
The Brothers of Sigme Pf Epalon

WANTED

STOLEN: Anyone Wowing mtormatlon laarjng
lo the (vvjng ol a 1976 Buick 4-dr Lanltad.
blue body, white top. cal 372-5835 Car last
seen Sunday 10-20-85. B:30 p.m. REWARD

PREGNANT? CONCERNS? Free pregnancy
MM. Obtectrve Ink) Cal NOW 354 HOPE
(4873). Hours: M-Th 12-8pm ; T.W 10am2p.m. Sal 12-2pm

SIGMA PHI EPSILON
HAUNTED HOUSE
anTUROAY, NOVEMBER 2

FANTASTIC SIGHTS

IMS SKI EP PLEQEB
Bembar your Change and strive wWi
unequakM OUKMNCE lor your goala'
ToBMhar. we wl make It happen'
The Brothere of Svna Phi Epaaon

• Safety in Rental Housing
• Improved Student Community Relations

VOTE TUES., NOV. 5 - 6:30 a.m. to 7:30 p.m.

PAID FOR BY DAVIDSON FOR FIRST WARD COMMITTEE- HELEN B. CULP -209E EVERS STREET, BOWLING GREEN, OHIO 43402

JANES P. DAVIDSON
DEMOCRAT

•£

